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The paper deals with the synthesis of suboptimal linear systems with constant output feedback. 
The approach presented is based on a modified linear-quadratic problem. 

Using the mutual observation property of linear systems a suboptimal output regulator is 
proposed which guarantees the coincidence of the trajectories of optimal and suboptimal ·systems 
for a certain subspace of initial states. 

1. Introduction 

The problems of synthesis of linear systems with inaccessible states have been 
treated by many authors (see references). 

At least three basic approaches for linear control law realization are known. 
In the first a state observer is utilized for obtaining an estimation of the inacces

sible states. It must be pointed out that the use of an observer leads to a conside
rable increase of the performance index for certain initial states [1]. 

The second approach is based on the realization of the control law by means 
of compensators [2, 3, 4]. However the use of compensators and observers compli
cates the system. 

The third approach, in which the control law is formed as an output feedback 
seems to be the most rational one [5, 6, 7]. 

It is well known that the optimal output regulator matrix depends on the initial 
state [8]. 

This is usually overcome supposing that the statistics of the initial state is known 
[9, 6] (this approach is also used in the synthesis of observers and compensators 
[10, 3]). Unfortunately information about the initial state is not available in general. 
That is why it is useful to introduce a modified criterion with independent on the 
initial state output regulator matrix [11 ]. 

These methods lead to an approximative realization of the optimal control and 
are considered as methods for synthesis of suboptimal linear systems under in
complete state information. 
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The paper presented deals with synthesis of suboptimal linear systems with 
output regulator. Statement of the problem is given in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3 a modified 
linear-quadratic problem (MLQP) is introduced and an unified approach to the 
synthesis of suboptimal output regulators is proposed. 

The problems of existance and uniquenes of the solution are considered and ap
propriate methods for obtaining the suboptimal control are presented. 

In Sec. 4 we deal with the synthesis of suboptimal control law such that the 

trajectories of the op!imal and soboptimal systems coincide for a given subspace 
of the initial state space. 

2. Statement of the problem 

Consider the linear system 

x(t)=A x(t)+B u(t), x(O)=x0 , 

y(t)=C x(t), 

with the performance index 

l= J [x'(t)Qx(t)+u'(t)Ru(t)]dt-4min, 
0 

(1) 

(2) 

where xER", uER111
, yER' (R" xm denotes the .space of real (nxm)-matrices; 

R"x 1 =R"); Q~O, R>O. It is also assumed that the pair [A , B) is stabilizable, the 
pair (Q 112 , A] is completely observable and rank C=r. It is well known that the 
optimal control law is 

u0 [x]=-K0 x, (3) 

where K 0 =R- 1 B' po and P 0 >0 is the unique positive definite solution of the Ric
cati equation 

A' po+po A+Q-Po BR- 1 B' P 0 =0. 

The optimal closed loop system with control law (3) is 

(4) 

and the performance index is 

Jo=Xo po Xo. 

If only the output y is available for measurement the control law is to be synthe
sised as an output feedback: 

U [y] = - Ly, L E R"' x r • (5) 

Further we assume that the set Q c R"' x ' of all matrices L for which the closed 
loop system 

x(t)=F x (t),F 6 A-BLC (6) 

is stable, is non-empty. 
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For LE Q the value of the performance index (2) is 

l=x~ Px 0 

where P=P(L) > O is a solution of the Lyapunov equation 

F' P+PF+Q+C' L' RLC=O . 
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(7) 

(8) 

Further we consider the general case when the equation LC =K 0 may have no 

solution with respect to L. 
Since the performance index depends on the initial state: J =1 (u, x 0 ) , the direct 

minimization of (7) by means of L yields the relation L =L (x0 ) [8] which is unde

sirable. 
There are two approaches to determine the suboptimal control law so that the 

output regular matrix to be independent on the initial state. 

According to the first (3) the criterion (2) is modified as J (u, x0 )---+ I (u) where 

the functional I doesn't depend on x 0 ; for instance [ll] 

fJ-JO } 
I(u) =sup )-y;;- : x 0 ER" . 

The second approach utilizes the fact that there exist matrix L and subspace 
fl c R" of the initial states x·0 such that the systems ( 4) and (6) trajectories coincide. 

3. Modified linear-quadratic problems. Suboptimal control 1 

Consider the following modification of the linear-quadratic problem (l ), (2): 

find a new functional I =I (u) independent on x 0 and such that the minimization 

of I (u) in the class of linear state feedback controls yields the optimal contwl 

law (3) . 

For the linear control law (9) u [x ]= - Kx the functional I(u) may be consi

dered as a function in K: I (u) =17 (K). 

The function 17 defined on the set w of all (m x n)-matrices which stabilize the 
system x (t) =(A - BK) x (t), may be chosen on the basis of the following na tural 

assumptions [12]: 

( 

1. The function 17 is continuous on K E w. 
2. 17(K)"?-17(K0

), KEw and 17(K)=17(K0
) if and only if K=K0

• 

Consider the functions 

f J -JO 1 
17 1 =171 (K)=max )-y;;-: .x:_o E R"J = 

=p(Pt)=v~ P 1 vt;P 1 =P 1 (K)=S(K)P0
--

1
, 

max {J: llxo ll=l} 
172 = 172 (K) = max {JO: llxo ll = 1} 1 = 

p(P2 ) v~ P2 V2 

= p(Po) -1= p(Po) -1; Pz=P2(K)=S(K), 
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max {J-J": llxo ll =l} 
173 = 173 (K) = max { J": llxo li = 1} 
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p(P3 ) v;P3 v3 
= - -= - ----- · P3 =P3 (K)=S(K)-Po, 

p(Po) p(Po) ' 

where 11 · 11 is an Euclidean norm, p (P1,) is the spectral radius of the matrix P11 and 
v11 is the normed eigen vector (llv11 1i = 1) of the matrix P11 corresponding to the eigeil.

value p (Ph). The matrix S=S (K) satisfies the Lyapunov equation 
·, 

(A-BK)'S+S(A-BK)+Q+K' RK=O. 

The functions 1711 express the relative growth of the performance index (2) with 

control law (9). 

Denote by 17 =1J (K) whichever of the functions 1J1., h = 1, 2, 3. 

It may be shown that the function 17 has a unique minimum 17=0 for K=K 0 [12]. 

The synthesis of output regulator (5) may be transformed into the problem of 

conditional minimization of 17 with respect to the restriction K =LC, LE Q. This 
is equivalent to the unconditional minimization of the function 

Since 

and 

fJ-=p(L)=17(LC), LEQ. 

lim p(L)=oo 
L~L 1 E ofl 

lim p(L)=oo 
!I L II~ oo 

where (JQ is the boundary of Q, then a compact Q c: Q exists such that LE Q and 

LE Q"-.Q implies p(L)~p(L). Hence according to Weierstrass theorem the function 

p(L) has an absolute minimum in Q: p(L0)~p(L), LEQ: 

It must be pointed out that in the general case the matrix L 0 is not unique. 

The control law 

U 0 [y]=-£0y · 

may be considered as a suboptimal control law. 

It is interesting to note that for every suboptimal control law U
0 '[y] = - L 0 y 

there exist a region L c: R" and a control law u [y] ~ -Ly, L 0 i=L =const., such that 

J (u [y], x0 ) < J (u 0 [y ], x 0 ) for x 0 EL. 

If the function fJ- is differentiable in L then the necessary condition for mini

mizing f.l is M (L0
) =0, 
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where for f.1 = f.lh, h = 1, 2, 3 one obtaines 

I 

[ 
oP,,(L)] 

tr (P~r(L)-f.1~rl,,)" -0L-:;-
tr [P" (L)- f.1,, !,,)]"A. 

Here v· is the matrix ad joint to V ER" X n: vv· =In det V. 

Another way to determine the suboptimal control law is based on the simul
taneous calculation of L 0 and p0 =p(P~r(L0)). 

In fact the relations 

and 

yield 

Hence the calculation of L 0 is reduced to the minimization of the functiom 
x=x(L,p) of mr+l variables: 

m r 

x(L,p)=A 2 (L,p)+ _2; _2; Tt~(L,p) 
i=l j=l 

where the matrix oP" (L)joLu is expressed by means of oP (L)joLu: 

oP ap 
F' o£.. + o£.. F+C' Eit(RLC-B' P)+(C' L' R-PB)Eu C=O. 

t) u 

Here F=A -BLC and Eu E R'"xr is a single non-zero element matrix with
on (i,j)-th position. 

The use of the procedures presented is connected with the determination of 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors which complicates the calculations. Moreover, in 
general the spectral radius of a ~atrix is only pie.cewise differentiable as a function 
of its elements. Hence the gradient matrix M (L) may not exist and it is necessary 
to derive another methods for calculating the matrix L•. 

An auxiliary differentiable function il = il (L) can be introduced in orde.r to. 
obtain an approximation L of L 0

• As an example consider the functions 

il1 = il1 (L) = IIP(L) po- 111 -1 = IIP1 (L) II -1 , 

fiz = il2 (L) = IIP(L) II/IIPo ll -1 = liP 2 (L)II/IIPoll - 1 , 

ji3 = ji3 (£) = IIP(L)-P0 11/IIP0 11 = IIP3 (£)11/I IPolf. · 
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In this case the evaluation of the spectral radius is reduced to the evaluation of 
the euclidean norm . Furthermore the matrices L (minimizing iD and L 0 are usually 
close enough. 

Example 1. For the system 

[~~(t)]=[O -lJ [xl(t)]+[']u(t), 
x2 (t) l 0 x 2 (t) _0 

y (t)=x 1 (t) 

with a performance index 

00 

1= J [6xi(t)+3x~(t)+u 2 (t)]dt~min 
0 

the optimal control law is 
;-

U0 (X]= -2J;2X 1 -Xz 

.and the performance index has minimal value 

1"=21/2xio+2X 1o Xz o+4 y2x~o. 

is 

The solution P (L) of equation (8) for the output feedback 

u[y ]=-Lxu L>O 

1 [(9+U)/L 3 ] 
P(L)=2 3 (9+4U)/L . 

The implementation of the modified criterion 

flz (L)~min 

yields 

L0 =1.6l7; J1 2 (L")=0.127. 

The minimization of the auxiliary function Ji 2 (L) gives 

L= 1.760; Jt 2 (L) =0.130 . 

. 4. Coincidence of the trajectories of systems with state 
regulator and output regulator. Suboptimal control 2 

Consider the linear systems 

and 

(10) 

(11) 
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We shall set down the problem of finding a subspace IIcR" such that z0 E II 
implies z1 (t)=z2 (t) and vice versa. 

From the condition 

( 

oo G~tk) -( oo G;tk)-L k! Zo - I; k! -"o 
k=O k=O 

and from Hamilton-Cayley theorem it follows 

(G~ -GD z0 =0, k= 1, ... , n 

or 

Ht;nce the necessary and sufficient condition for coincidence of the trajectories 
of (10) and (11) is 

n n-1 

Zo E n Ker (G~- G~) = n Ker (Gl- Gz) G1 = 
k=l k=O 

n-1 

= n Ker (G2 - G1) G~ t:. (G1, Gz) =(Gz, G1) eR". 
k=O 

For G1 =/=G2 the inequalites dim(G~>G2)~n-1 or dim(G1,G2)~n-2 are 
valid. 

Under certain sufficiently general assumptions for G1 and G2 the relation 
dim (G1, G2)~ 1 holds true. 

Consider again the systems ( 4) and ( 6): 

x(t)=Fx(t), F = A-BLC . 

(12) 

(13) 

In accordance with the above statements the trajectories of (12) and (13) coincide 
if and only if 

n-1 

Xo E (B(K0 -LC), po> = n Ker B(K0 -LC) pok=JI(L)cR". 
k=O 

This result shows that the uniqueness of the optimal control must be interpreted 
in the following way: 

1. For each x 0 ER" the optimal control is unique as a timeprogram 

uo(t, Xo) = -Ko eF"t Xo. 

2. The control law 

u0 [x]=-K0 x 

is the unique linear control law which generates the optimal program 

6 
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3. For a given x 0 the optimal programm inay be generated also by means of 
other control laws, for instance 

u[y] = -Ly; x0 E Il(L). 

Consequently an alternative approach to the synthesis of suboptimal control 
laws consists in determining an output feedback · 

u[y]= -L0 y 

for which 

dim II(L0 ) =max {dim II(L): LE Q}. 

It will be shown that a control law 

u[y]= -Ly 

can be found such that dim II(L)~r. 

Let the output matrix C be of the form C = Ur I 0]. The state vector can be se
parated as x = [x~ I x~)' where x 1 ERr, x 2 E Rn-r and the systems (12) and (13) have 
the form 

[ ~ 1 (t)l=[F~1 I F~2 l rx~(t)l' 
x 2 (t) F21 F 22 x 2 (t) 

(14) 

and 

r ~ 1 
(t) 1 == r~ 1 !!!__l r~1, 

Xz (t) F 2 1 F22 X 2 (t) · 
' 

(15) 

where 

If .the matrix T 0 ER(n-r)xr satisfies the non-symmetric Riccati equation 

(16) 

then the mutual observation relation 

holds in the system (14) [13]. 

The system (14) is transformed as 

[ ~~(t)l=[Ffl+FfzP I Ffz l rx~(t)l · 
V 0 (t) 0 F~2 - yo Ff 2 V 0 (t) 

(17) 

Let the matrix L is chosen from 
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Then in (15) there exists the relation 

Xz (t)=P x 1 (t)+v(t), v E Rn-r 

and 

fx.l(t)J=fFfl+F~zyol F12 ]f~J. 
l v(t) l 0 Fzz -ro F12 l v(t) 

(18) 

According to (17) and (18) the systems (14) and (15) have at least r common 
poles (the eigenvalues of the matrix Ff1 + F~2 P). 

For x 2 • =T0 x 1• one obtaines V
0 (t)=v (t)=O and x~ (t)=x1 (t). Hence the out· 

put regulator u [y] = -Ly generates the optimal program for 

Xo E Ker W, W=[ -T0 1J;,_,] E R(r-r)xn. 

From the other hand x 0 E II (L), i.e. Ker W c II (l). The last inclusion can be 
derived directly. In fact we have 

WP=(F~2 -P Ff 1 ) W 

and 

Hence 

n-1 n-1 

ll (l)= n Ker B(K0 -LC) pok= n Ker BK~ WPk= 
k=O k=O 

n-1 

= n Ker BK~ (F~2 - yo Ff2 )k W:::> Ker W. 
k=O 

Thus we have 

dim II(L)~dim Ker W=r. 

The stability of the system (18) depends on the eigenvalues of the matrix F22 -

- T° F12 . In the general case the Riccati equation (16) has several solutions with 
respect to T 0 corresponding to different matrices F22 - To F12 . Hence the system 
(18) is asymptotically stable if there. exists a solution ro stabilizing the matrix 
F22 - To F 1 2 • Further the choice of To among the stabilizing solutions of (16) 
is to be done in accordance with the modified performance index used. 

The value of the performance index (2) for the stabilizing control law 
u[y]=-Ly is 

where H?:-0 is the solution of the Lyapunov equation 
\ 

Example 2. The matrix of the optimal closed loop system in example 1 is 
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and the Riccati equation (16) has a unique solution T"= -/2/2. Hence the sub
optimal control law u[y]=-Ly is u[y]= -3y2/2x1 • 

For comparison with example 1 note that 

flz (l) =0.165. 

5. Conclusions 

A unified approach to the synthesis of suboptimal control systems with output 
regulators is considered. The approach presented is based on a modified linear
quadratic problem for which the output regulator matrix is independent on the 
initial state. The problems of existence of suboptimal linear control as well as gra
dient calculating procedures are discussed. Approximate methods for sysnthesis 
of suboptimal controls are considered also. 

Necessary and sufficient conditions for coincidence of the trajectories of two 
linear systems are given. On this basis the problems of uniqueness of the optimal 
control are discussed. 

It is shown that the trajectories of the systems with state regulator and out
put regulator coincide for a subspace of the initial state space. Using the mutual 
observation property of linear systems a suboptimal output regulator is proposed 
which garantees the coincidence of the trajectories of optimal and suboptimal 
systems for a r-dimensional subspace of initial states where r is the number of 
outputs. 
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Synteza suboptymalnego ukladu liniowego z regulatorami 
wyjsciowymi 

Rozpatrzono syntez~ suboptymalnego ukladu liniowego z stalym sprz~i:eniem zwrotnym 
wyjsciowym. Podstaw'! przedstawionego uj~cia jest zmodyfikowany problem liniowo-kwadratowy. 
Wykorzystuj'!C wlasciwosci obserwacji wzajemnych ukladu liniowego zaproponowano subopty
malny regulator wyjsciowy, kt6ry zapewnia zgodnosc trajektorii ukladu optymalnego i suboptymal
nego dla pewnej podprzestrzeni stan6w pocz'!tkowych. 

CnnTe3 cyoonTnMaJILuoii mmeii':'oii cncTeMbi c pery miTopa
MII Ha BbiXO)J,e 

B pa60Te paCCMaTpirnaeTCJI CID!Te3 cy60llTHMaJThHOH mmei1HOH CHCTeMhi, OXBa'leHHOH ITOCTO" 
JIHHOil IIe!IbiO o6panlOi1 CBll3H. 0ITHCaH ITO,li.XO,l( K pemeHHH 3TOrO BOilpOCa, OCHOBamlbiH Ha MO,l(H
<iJHIIHPOBaHHOH JIHHeilHO-KBa.l(paTH'leCKOH 3a,ll.a'!H. 

MCilOJTh3Yll CBOHCTBa COBMeCTHb!X Ha6JIIO,l(eHHi1 JIHHeKHOH CHCTeMhi, npep;JIO)KeH cy60llTH
MaJihHh!H peryJiliTOp Bb!XO,ll.a, KOTOph!H rapaHTHpyeT COrJiaCOBaHHOCTb TpaeKTOpn:il OITTHMaJibHOH 
H cy6onTHMaJibHOM CHCTeMbl ,l(Jlll HeKOTOpOrO ITO,li.!IpOCTpaHCTBa Ha'!aJibHbiX COCTOliHHH. 
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